Motion to support 12-home small lot
project at 2641-2647 S Garth Ave
Agenda Item:

GB102419-3

Date:

October 24, 2019

Proposed By:

Land Use Committee

Include motion in No
Consent Agenda?

Background
The project representative presented this proposed 12-home small lot subdivision to
the Land Use Committee at their October 10, 2019 meeting. The applicant’s
entitlement request is for a tentative tract map to subdivide the existing two properties
at 2641-2647 S Garth Ave into 12 smaller lots to build 12 separate homes per the
City’s small lot subdivision ordinance. The applicant is also requesting a Zoning
Administrator’s Adjustment to allow a 20% reduction in the front yard setback, from a
required 15 feet to 12 feet.
The R3 zone allows 1 dwelling unit per 800 square feet of land; however, the [Q]
Condition limits the density to 1 unit per 1,200 square feet of land. The subject
properties are 15,854 square feet, thus permitting 13 units.
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The properties are located south and east of the 10 freeway, west of Venice Blvd,
and north of Olin St. The neighborhood is a mix of 1- and 2-story apartment buildings
and single-family homes. The adjacent properties consist of 1-story single-family
homes and the properties to the rear consist of a 2-story 4-unit and a 7-unit
apartment building. The proposed homes are 4 stories at 45 feet tall. Each home
includes an attached 2-car garage and there are 2 guest parking spaces on site.
The applicant noticed residents within 500 feet of the property for the Land Use
Committee meeting. Two neighbors attended the meeting to ask questions, but did
not oppose or support the project.

Proposed Motion
Submit a letter in support of the application to City Planning Department staff Kyle
Winston (kyle.winston@lacity.org) to be included in case file for the 12-home small
lot subdivision at 2641-2647 S Garth Ave; VTT-82134-SL; ENV-2018-2086-CE.
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Committee review:

Votes For: 3

Against: 0

(highly recommended)

Arguments for:

Arguments against:

Proposed project adds 10 homes to the
housing supply. (12 – 2 = 10)

2 existing units will be demolished.

The R3 zone is an appropriate zone for
this density.

The new homes will be taller than the
surrounding buildings.

Kyle Winston
Department of City Planning
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
25 October 2019
Re:

Case Number VTT-82134-SL

Dear Mr. Winston,
I am writing on behalf of the South Robertson Neighborhoods Council (“SORO NC”)
to comment on the proposed 12-home small lot subdivision project at 2641-2647 S
Garth Ave.
At a duly-noticed meeting of the General Board on October 24, 2019, SORO NC
voted 00 yes / 00 no / 00 abstain to recommend that the applicant’s project be
approved. The proposed 12 homes are appropriate per the density of the R3 zone.
Therefore, we support the requests for a Tentative Tract map and a Zoning
Administrator’s Adjustment to allow a front yard setback less than 15 feet. The
addition of 12 single-family homes in Los Angeles is much needed.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions about this comment
letter.
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Cc:

Jordan Beroukhim, Office of Council President Herb Wesson

Motion to issue letters to property
owners whose parkways are not
planted in accordance with the City of
Los Angeles Residential Parkway
Landscaping Guidelines
Agenda Item:

GB102419-4

Date:

October 24, 2019

Proposed By:

Land Use Committee

Include motion in No
Consent Agenda?

Background

Krystal Návar

Per the City of Los Angeles’s Residential Parkway Landscaping Guidelines, the
preferred parkway planting materials are drought-tolerant turf substitute
groundcovers and/or drought-tolerant turf. These are preferred planting materials
because they “provide open and free passage between the street and sidewalk,
provide a…uniform walking surface, [and] have the ability to tolerate foot traffic…” A
list of preferred species is provided in the document.
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Criteria are given for any installed plant material other than the preferred parkway
planting material. All nonstandard plant material must be drought-tolerant; must not
be poisonous, noxious, or invasive; and must not have exposed rigid spines or
thorns, among other requirements.
Non-vegetative groundcover materials are permitted to be installed with the issuance
of an A- or B- permit. However, “non-vegetative groundcover materials consisting of
loosely placed gravel, crushed rock, decorative rock or stone shall not be used or
permitted for installation in parkway areas, unless used as a component of an active
stormwater capture system.”
The City’s enforcement process is progressive, beginning with verbal and/or written
notification giving the property owner a chance to comply, followed by citations, fines,
and/or public hearings before the Board of Public Works. The City can also file
mechanical liens against the property and removing the offending improvements at
cost to the owner.
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Loose gravel and bark that is kicked onto the sidewalks is a hazard to pedestrians,
particularly those with mobility impairments. Poisonous or noxious plants are a
hazard to all passersby, especially small children and pets. A common succulent in
our neighborhoods is the firestick plant, which is toxic and whose sap can cause
severe burning when it comes in contact with the eye.
SORO NC can help keep our sidewalks safe for pedestrians and can help property
owners avoid potential fines by issuing friendly and informative letters to those
owners whose parkways are not in compliance with the City’s guidelines.

Proposed Motion
Issue letters on SORO NC letterhead to property owners whose parkways are not
planted in accordance with the City of Los Angeles Residential Parkway Landscaping
Guidelines.

Considerations
Committee review:

Votes For: 3

Against: 0

(highly recommended)

Arguments for:

Arguments against:

It is friendly to inform neighbors of the
City’s guidelines to afford them the
opportunity to fix the issue before being
fined by the City.

This letter will not prevent other
neighbors from issuing complaints to
the City or prevent the property owner
from being fined by the City.

Letters would only be issued to property
owners whose parkways are deemed to
be unsafe for pedestrians.

SORO NC is not in a position to monitor
or enforce compliance of every
parkway.
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Dear Property Owner,
I am writing on behalf of the South Robertson Neighborhoods Council (“SORO NC”).
This letter is to serve as a friendly reminder of the City of Los Angeles’s Residential
Parkway Landscaping Guidelines. A parkway is the area between the back of the
curb and the sidewalk that is typically planted or landscaped. A property owner is
responsible for maintaining the parkway in front of their property. The City’s
guidelines, while providing a list of preferred planting materials, also list those
planting materials or non-plant groundcover materials that are not allowed.
All plant material must be drought-tolerant; must not be poisonous, noxious, or
invasive, and must not have exposed rigid spines or thorns, among other
requirements. Loosely placed gravel, crushed rock, or bark is not allowed unless it is
used as a component of an active stormwater capture system.
Loose gravel and bark that is kicked onto the sidewalks is a hazard to pedestrians,
particularly those with mobility impairments. Poisonous or noxious plants are a
hazard to all passersby, especially small children and pets. For example, a common
succulent in our neighborhoods is the firestick plant, which is toxic and whose sap
can cause severe burning when it comes in contact with the eye.
The City’s enforcement process is progressive, beginning with verbal and/or written
notification giving the property owner a chance to comply, followed by citations, fines,
and/or public hearings before the Board of Public Works.
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The SORO NC is sending you this letter in an effort to help keep the sidewalks safe
for pedestrians and to help property owners avoid potential fines.
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For your quick reference, the City of Los Angeles’s Residential Parkway Landscaping
Guidelines can be found on the SORO NC website.
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Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions about this letter.

Charlie Stein

Sincerely,
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The SORO NC is an advisory board to the Los Angeles City Council and was
established to enable the Stakeholders of the SORO area to be informed of and play
an active role in the governmental decision-making process affecting this community.
The SORO NC is a certified Neighborhood Council and its boundaries are Beverly
Hills on the north; Le Doux Ave, Olympic Blvd, and La Cienega Blvd on the east; the
10 Freeway, Exposition Blvd, Robertson Blvd, and Culver City on the south; and
Beverly Hills, Pico Blvd, Motor Ave, and National Blvd on the west.

Motion to approve a $4,000
Neighborhood Purpose Grant for World
Harvest Charities and Family Services
to purchase a 3-door commercial
refrigerator/freezer
Agenda Item:

GB102419-5

Date:

October 24, 2019

Proposed By:

Quality of Life

Include motion in No
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Background
Currently, World Harvest Charities and Family Services feeds around 70,000 families
in LA. Their mission is to end hunger in Los Angeles by serving as many families with
food insecurities as possible.
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The requested NPG would cover the cost and installation of one commercial grade 3door refrigeration/freezer unit; this will allow World Harvest Charities and Family
Services to accept additional donations of food that can be used to feed more
Angelinos on an ongoing basis.
In addition, the organization will donate 300 food vouchers to be distributed at
schools within the SORO neighborhood boundaries as well as 100 food vouchers to
the SORONC for distribution as they see fit.

Proposed Motion
I.

Approval of a $4,000 NPG to cover the cost and installation of a 3-door
commercial refrigerator/freezer.
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Committee review:

Votes For: 3

Against: 0

Amount previously allocated in Committee's working
budget:

$0

Arguments for:

Arguments against:

World Harvest could use this NPG to
increase the quantity of donated food
they receive that needs to be
refrigerated and/or frozen, which will
increase the amount of people they are

SORONC funds could be used for
other purposes.
World Harvest Charities and Family
Services could ask other entities to

able to continually serve.

make the donation requested.
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Motion to approve a $2,014.47
Neighborhood Purpose Grant for
Shenandoah Street Elementary
School’s LA Best Enrichment program
to purchase thirty violins
Agenda Item:

GB102419-6

Date:

October 24, 2019

Proposed By:

Quality of Life

Include motion in No
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Background
The violin program was cut from Shenandoah Street Elementary School’s LA’s Best
After School Program last year. In order for Shenandoah to continue offering violin
classes, they need to purchase thirty violins. Shenandoah cannot afford new violins
without financial assistance.
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Music education has proven to have many positive effects on the development of
young people, including self-esteem, problem-solving skills, and relieving stress.

Proposed Motion
Approve a Neighborhood Purpose Grant (NPG) for Shenandoah Street Elementary
School’s LA Best Enrichment program to purchase thirty violins.
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Charlie Stein

Considerations

Corresponding Secretary

Committee review:

Votes For:

Against:

(highly recommended)

Amount previously allocated in Committee's working budget:

$

(applies to funding motions only)

Arguments for:
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Arguments against:

Music education has proven to have many Not all parents enjoy the sound of a
positive effects on the development of a
young person practicing the violin.
young person’s brain.
Shenandoah cannot afford new violins
without financial assistance.

-

